PhD course in STS: The Politics and Practices of Methods
The TIK-Centre, University of Oslo, 4-8 May, 2015

Lectures w/ readings

Lecture #1 (joint): “Methods in STS: Introducing the course topic”


Lecture # 2 (Noortje Marres): “The digital in STS”


Lecture # 3 (Noortje Marres): “Issue mapping as interface method: Analysing issues across fields and sites”


Lecture # 4 (Kristin Asdal): “Documents in STS”


Lecture # 5 (Kristin Asdal): “Modifying work and valuation work: Little tools”


Lecture # 6 (Ingunn Moser): “Fieldwork and interviewing in STS”


Lecture # 7 (Ingunn Moser): “Politics of methods and analytical strategies in qualitative health care research”
